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1956 - Born in Hagen (Germany)
1980 - Moved to Berlin

Jaya Suberg currently lives and works in Berlin.

“Since an early age I soaked up everything – brought everything into focus with my camera. Initially I worked the 
photographs and other materials into a collage diary, especially when life was hurting. But at some stage I had to 

transgress beyond the limits of the book cover, develop something greater. The elaborate, surreal collages reflected 
my feelings: impulsive, intense and imaginative. The photo shoots kept increasing – spontaneous or by appointment. 
Attractive people, mostly women, and the wondrous encounters in the game with the camera became expressions of 
my mixed media works.   After years of experimentation and study, I’ve found my means of expression: I combine my 

photography with painting, drawing, digital collage and mixed media.”

Jaya Suberg

Exhibitions (selection)

2016    Solo Exibition | “Üterstedt” Gallery | Berlin
            Solo Exhibition | Stephen Romano Gallery | New York
2015    Group Exhibition | “Happysad” Glaube Liebe Hoffnung | Bonn -Badgodesberg
            Group Exhibition “Rom” | StudioUrbana-Via Urban
            Exhibition | “Viva con agua” | Millerntor Gallery | Hamburg
            Solo Exhibition | “Hinter meiner Haut” | Galerie Display | Köln
            Group Exhibition | “ Metamorphoses” | Galerie De Bakjeri | Bergen Niederlande
            Group Exhibition Orangerie Schloß Charlottenburg | Berlin - Tokio
            Berliner Liste Artfair | Berlin 
            Group Exhibition | Galerie “The cave” | Paris
            Group Exhibition“Flux” | Royal Halls of Kensington | London
2014    Berliner Liste ARTfair | Berlin
            Kubo-show | Herne
2013    Group Exhibition | Centro de la Cultura | La Gomera
            Artfair Brüssel with the “InustrialART” Gallery | Brüssel
            Group Exhibition | Afk Galerie | Lissabon
            6ª Muestra Internacional de Arte Contemporáneo “ENTRESILOS 2013”Museum | Toledo 
            Berliner Liste Art Fair | Berlin
            Kubo show | Herne 
            RoomARtfair | Madrid
2012     Group Exhibition | Casa de la Cultura | La Gomera
             Group Exhibition | “Von Menschen, Reisen und stillen Momenten” | Casa de la Cultura | La Gomera
             Solo show | “inside out” | Galerie Zaar | Bochum
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             Paticipation to ART Verona with the “IndustrialART” Gallery | Verona
             Kubo-show “101 young artists” | Herne 
             Group Exhibition “Japan(mixedmedia) | CHI Gallery | Milan
2011     Group Show | „Centro De La Cultura“ | La Gomera 
             “Kubo show” | Herne
2010     Solo Show | Frauenkulturzentrum “Unlimited” | Berlin 
             Group Exhibition | “The invisible Dog” gallery | New York
             Participation to the “Basel art days” with the “DEN Gallery” | Basel
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Inteview with Jaya Suberg | The Palette Pages

                © Untitled, 2015

With pure emotion Suberg creates work inspired by the melancholy and the transience of life,  the spontanious 
expression of youth and the journey of life with all its mystery.  This is work that is powerful, full of atmosphere with 
an instant, strong impact that draws you in and ensures you linger on the narrative.   Dreams and reality are blended 
into one, dark themes and soft tones work in harmony.  Memory and body, form and content, tension and sensuality 
are all perfectly entwined to create mixed media art that is breathtaking.  This is art that you feel, art where passion 
and drama are a large part of the pictorial expression.   Suberg is a favourite artist of mine her ability to hit your 
subconscious desires and emotions are overwhelming. You fall into a dream like state when viewing her work, your 
mind turns her surreal like images into your own reality.  It’s no wonder her work is collected internationally.  
Thank you Jaya for sharing your thoughts and spectacular art with us.

Self taught or art school?
Self taught.

If you could own one work of art what would it be?
It would be a large painting by Jean-Michel Basquiat, Antoni Tapies or a painting by Marlene Dumas as she speaks the 
same language as me.

How would you describe your style?
I have developed my own style over time. initially, I was unable to decide in which artistic direction I wanted to 
express myself because I find photography, collage and painting evenly exciting and inspiring .  My style has however 
progressed into a mix of these 3 : mixed media from collage , photography and painting, based in digital processing, 
as the foundation in which I blend my photography in to surreal , mystical and emotional stories.

Where are your favourite places to view art?
I like to visit small galleries, also museums … I enjoy the Hamburger Bahnhof, museum of contemporary art in Berlin 
and street art a lot.  Most art fairs and galleries here in Berlin don’t offer art that is very exciting, touching or inspiring 
to me and I don’t travel a lot…so I don’t know any cool places in London or NY… but I have a lot of great FB artist-
friends… 
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Who are your favourite artists and why?
Basquait, Tapies and of course little children, because they all work from their soul and not from the mind. Their 
works are beautiful, wild, mysterious and spontaneous … also, I like script in art very much. When I see a work , it 
immediately has to resonate in the deeper place inside of me … I don’t want to think about it, I just want to feel it, I 
want to get Goosebumps … and that these works are doing for me.

What or who inspires your art?
Berlin 1980 -1989 was the most inspirational time in my life … even today, I get inspired the most by tired out places 
and towns, abandoned settlements; by women that I find beautiful , their distinctiveness immediately motivates me 
to ask them to a photo shoot … Japan: scripture, samurai, Akira Kurusawa, asistic appearances … Ancient writings, 
natural history, art of ancient cultures, pathology books, sad poems…. and especially music!

Where’s your studio and what’s it like?
I have a small studio in Berlin, Treptow. It is nice, with a tiny terrace but it’s too small for me … I can’t work there the 
way I want to … I want to work on big sizes. I really have to find a larger one; one I can afford but this is very difficult in 
Berlin these days; so, I am willing to move to another city, if I find something suitable there.

Do you have any studio rituals?
Not really.

What are you working on currently?
The recurring theme in my work is vulnerability and transience, coupled with beauty … with the incredible beauty 
of life and that what passes, even pain and denouncement … the dark feelings that no one likes to feel and that are 
stored mostly in our inner basement … but which are waiting for their transformation.
I’m working on fine art prints with different paints and crayons, chalks, also collage-like; then I work in mixed media on 
canvas or cardboard … and in-between I do spontaneous or planned photo-shoots.

What are your ambitions?
The other day a thought of CG Jung was posted to FB, which touched me deeply and spoken right from the soul: 
“There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no matter how absurd, in order to avoid 
facing their own sould. One cannot become enlightened by imagining figures of light but by making the darkness 
conscious.”
My ambition is to express my own (dark) and vulnerable feelings and through these I aim to touch people. My work is 
emotional and resonates directly … one doesn’t need the mind in order to understand.
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Selected Artworks

Ophelia, 2016
Acryl, inks, mixed media on Hahnemühle 
cotton paper
40x30cm

The Follower, 2015
Acryl, inks, mixed media on Hahnemühle 
cotton paper
50x70cm
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The Runner, 2016
Acryl, inks, mixed media on Hahnemühle 
cotton paper
50x70cm

Tiché (Fortune), 2014
Acryl, inks, mixed media on Hahnemühle 
cotton paper
70x50cm


